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ABSTRACT
Context. Determination and calibration of the ages of stars, which heavily rely on stellar evolutionary models, are very challenging, while repre-
senting a crucial aspect in many astrophysical areas.
Aims. We describe the methodologies that, taking advantage of Gaia-DR1 and the Gaia-ESO Survey data, enable the comparison of observed
open star cluster sequences with stellar evolutionary models. The final, long-term goal is the exploitation of open clusters as age calibrators.
Methods. We perform a homogeneous analysis of eight open clusters using the Gaia-DR1 TGAS catalogue for bright members and information
from the Gaia-ESO Survey for fainter stars. Cluster membership probabilities for the Gaia-ESO Survey targets are derived based on several
spectroscopic tracers. The Gaia-ESO Survey also provides the cluster chemical composition. We obtain cluster parallaxes using two methods. The
first one relies on the astrometric selection of a sample of bona fide members, while the other one fits the parallax distribution of a larger sample
of TGAS sources. Ages and reddening values are recovered through a Bayesian analysis using the 2MASS magnitudes and three sets of standard
models. Lithium depletion boundary (LDB) ages are also determined using literature observations and the same models employed for the Bayesian
analysis.
Results. For all but one cluster, parallaxes derived by us agree with those presented in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2017), while a discrepancy is
found for NGC 2516; we provide evidence supporting our own determination. Our age determinations are robust against models and are generally
consistent with literature values.
Conclusions. The systematic parallax errors inherent in the Gaia DR1 data presently limit the precision of our results. Nevertheless, we have been
able to place these eight clusters onto the same age scale for the first time, with good agreement between isochronal and LDB ages where there is
overlap. Our approach appears promising and demonstrates the potential of combining Gaia and ground-based spectroscopic datasets.
Key words. Parallaxes - Surveys - Stars: evolution - Open Clusters and Associations: general - Open Clusters and Associations: individual: NGC
2516
1. Introduction
Determination of stellar ages is vital in addressing virtually all
branches of stellar and Galactic astrophysics, from the duration
of the star formation process and the timescales for the forma-
tion and evolution of planetary systems, to the larger-scale for-
mation and evolution of the Milky Way galaxy, and to the age
of the Universe. The age of a star cannot be measured directly
and it is widely acknowledged that age estimation is one of the
most challenging problems in astrophysics (e.g. Palla et al. 2005;
Soderblom 2010; Soderblom et al. 2014 and references therein).
The most commonly employed method for inferring the ages of
stars is the comparison of different quantities which can be de-
rived from observations (colours, temperature, surface gravity,
luminosity) with outputs from stellar evolutionary codes, pos-
sibly using some appropriate (statistical) inference scheme. This
approach is widely used for field stars as well as for star clusters;
however, the precision of those ages and, even more importantly,
⋆ Based on observations collected with the FLAMES instrument at
VLT/UT2 telescope (Paranal Observatory, ESO, Chile), for the Gaia-
ESO Large Public Spectroscopic Survey (188.B-3002, 193.B-0936).
the absolute ages, are set by the fidelity of the evolutionary mod-
els, the physical uncertainties inherent to them, and uncertain-
ties in the transformations between theoretical and observational
quantities.
Indeed, in spite of considerable progress in understanding
stellar physics and evolution in the last decades, several issues
are not completely settled, among which we mention the lack of
a precise treatment of convection and overshooting; (e.g. Salaris
& Cassisi 2015; Viallet et al. 2015); the input physics adopted in
the calculations (e.g. opacities, equation of state -EOS-, nuclear
reactions etc. –Naylor 2009; Valle et al. 2013; Tognelli et al.
2015b); the effects of internal rotation and magnetic fields (e.g.
Eggenberger et al. 2010; Feiden & Chaboyer 2012; Charbonnel
et al. 2013; Feiden et al. 2014, 2015); and the outer boundary
conditions and atmosphere adopted for the star (e.g. Baraffe et
al. 2002). The latter issue is especially true at low masses where
the formation of molecules or even dust is a difficult problem and
there may be further issues associated with the usual assumption
of homogeneous, plane-parallel atmospheres when many stars,
particularly those with high levels of magnetic activity, have
demonstrable surface inhomogeneities (Jackson & Jeffries 2014;
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Somers & Pinsonneault 2015; Jeffries et al. 2017). Comparison
between theory and observations clearly constitutes a benchmark
for stellar evolutionary theory.
Asteroseismology represents a relatively new, very powerful
tool for determining stellar ages, in particular for evolved giants
(see Miglio et al. 2017 and references therein). However, star
clusters remain key age calibrators for stars in all evolutionary
phases, and continue to serve as a critical tool to put constraints
on evolutionary models. The distribution of non-binary mem-
bers of a cluster in the colour-magnitude or Hertzsprung-Russell
diagrams (CMDs, HRDs) is expected to be very narrow, reflect-
ing the homogeneity in age and chemical composition. At the
same time, members of a given cluster cover different masses
and evolutionary stages, at the cluster age and metallicity. Each
cluster thus represents a snapshot of stellar evolution; linking to-
gether observations of many clusters at different ages and chem-
ical compositions empirically reveals the story of stellar evolu-
tion, to be compared with the predictions of theoretical models.
Much of stellar, and ultimately Galactic, astrophysics hinges on
these crucial comparisons between cluster observations and the
predictions of the models. Only once the models are appropri-
ately adjusted to represent the data as obtained for a wide range
of clusters of different ages and compositions, reliable stellar
masses and ages can be determined. Focusing on open clusters
(OCs), we note that they play a key role as stellar age calibrators
also because the ages of their stars can be estimated using a va-
riety of independent techniques that work accurately (or at least
more precisely) when applied to ensembles of stars. These dif-
ferent techniques have different sensitivities to uncertainties in
model physics, and in some cases are weakly sensitive to these
uncertainties, allowing (almost) model-independent absolute age
calibration (e.g. the lithium depletion boundary technique, Burke
et al. 2004; Tognelli et al. 2015b).
Precise distances to the clusters are clearly the key to making
a big step forward and the Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et
al. 2016a) will enable a revolution in this area. In the last decade
or so a variety of surveys allowed significant progress in deriving
empirical CMDs for clusters; however, Gaia will provide pre-
cise parallaxes and photometric measurements for several tens
or hundreds of nearby OCs and for large samples of members,
finally making fully accessible the unique potential of OCs to
empirically resolve the CMDs and HRDs and to put tighter con-
straints on stellar evolutionary models for Population I stars,
from the pre-main sequence (PMS) phase to the latest evolution-
ary stages. In order to best exploit the exquisite information from
Gaia, spectroscopy from the ground is also necessary, mainly to
firmly derive the cluster chemical composition and to confirm
cluster membership using radial velocities and other member-
ship tracers. Ground-based spectroscopy also allows the deter-
mination of rotation, effective temperature, surface gravity, and,
in general, a full characterisation of the stellar properties down
to faint stars.1
The Gaia-ESO Large Public Spectroscopic Survey (GES –
Gilmore et al. 2012; Randich et al. 2013) is a high-precision,
high-resolution survey specifically designed to cover the Gaia
range of stellar populations. GES is using the multi-object sys-
tem FLAMES at ESO VLT (Pasquini et al. 2002), with its high-
resolution UVES and its medium-resolution GIRAFFE spectro-
graphs, to target about 105 stars, systematically covering all the
1 Radial velocities and astrophysical parameters will also be available
from Gaia; however, they are expected to be of lower precision and/or
limited to brighter magnitudes than achievable from ground-based spec-
troscopy.
major components of the Milky Way, and providing a homoge-
neous overview of the distributions of kinematics and elemen-
tal abundances in stars as faint as V ∼ 19 and V ∼ 16.5, for
GIRAFFE and UVES targets, respectively. GES complements
Gaia and vice-versa: in particular, the GES OC dataset, com-
binedwithGaia astrometry (and eventually, spectrophotometry),
represents an unrivalled resource to attack the problem of stellar
model and age calibration. GES is providing homogeneous and
precise measurements of radial velocities, astrophysical param-
eters, metallicity, detailed abundances for several chemical ele-
ments, and assessments of magnetic/accretion activity from Hα
emission for thousands of stars, over a wide range in masses,
in about 60–70 OC with ages from a few Myr to several Gyr.
As mentioned, in the last decade or so, significant progress has
been made both on testing evolutionary models and on star clus-
ter age determination (e.g. Lyra et al. 2006; Silaj & Landstreet
2014; Kopytova et al. 2016). The combination of Gaia and GES
cluster datasets will offer clean CMDs and HRDs of well-defined
samples of cluster members, allowing further tests of evolution-
ary models and stellar atmospheres, and making it possible to
choose the best models to estimate ages.
The first intermediate Gaia data release (Gaia-DR1 -Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016b) includes positions and Gaia G band
magnitudes for about 1 billion stars, as well as the five-parameter
astrometric solution - positions, parallaxes, and proper motions
- for about two million sources in common between the Tycho-2
Catalogue (Høg et al. 2000) andGaia. This part of theGaiaDR1
dataset is based on the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS
-Michalik et al. 2015; Lindegren et al. 2016), obtained by com-
bining the Tycho 2 and Gaia data together, which provides a
long enough baseline to break the degeneracy between motion
and parallax. The limiting magnitude of the TGAS catalogue
is V ∼ 12 mag; bright stars in several nearby cluster fields are
thus contained in it, allowing not only the validation of Gaia as-
trometry, but also the determination of average cluster parallaxes
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2017 -hereafter VL17). A fraction of
the clusters whosemembers are included in TGAS have been ob-
served by GES during the first 30 months of data taking and the
parameters of the target stars have been derived during the latest
analysis cycle (iDR4) and released internally to the consortium
in the GEiDR4Final catalogue.2 Within each cluster, the GES
target samples are at this stage generally complementary to the
TGAS ones, mostly including stars much fainter than the TGAS
limit, although a few stars in common are present in some of the
clusters. The two datasets, the TGAS one for the bright members
and the GES one for the fainter stars down to the 19 magnitude
in the V band, will hence be used mainly independently. Namely,
the GES data will allow us to define the cluster sequences in a
way that is unbiased with respect to the CMD, over a broad mag-
nitude range (equivalent to a range of masses). GES data will
also yield the cluster chemical composition. Members identified
in TGAS will instead mainly be employed to determine the clus-
ter parallaxes. The two datasets together will critically allow us
to match evolutionary models, with metallicity and distance as
fixed parameters, and to put the clusters into a model-dependent
age sequence.
Gaia-DR2 will yield more precise and accurate parallaxes
for stars down to about the 20th magnitude, allowing one to
reach more distant clusters and/or lower mass members in
2 The GEiDR4Final catalogue is available for the members of the GES
consortium at http:/ges.roe.ac.uk/. Parameters for a large fraction of the
stars have also been released to ESO during the Phase 3 delivery and are
publicly available at the ESO archive facility (http://www.eso.org/qi).
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nearby clusters. At the same time, GES will complete observa-
tions and analysis of all its sample clusters. Along with the GES
data, Gaia-DR2 will thus make possible a more detailed analy-
sis based on both a larger number of clusters covering a larger
interval of ages and metallicity, and on more secure astrome-
try. With the present analysis and paper, however, we aim to set
the methodology, to identify major sources of uncertainty, and
to show, exploiting Gaia-DR1 already, how the combination of
Gaia and GES cluster data can be used to calibrate stellar evo-
lution and ages. The methods that we outline here will then be
exploited using Gaia-DR2 and the full sample of GES OCs.
The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we present the
sample OCs, GES target selection, available spectroscopic in-
formation, and cluster chemical composition. The cluster mem-
bership determination using GES data is presented in Sect. 3,
while the astrometric analysis and determination of the cluster
parallaxes are discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 is dedicated to the
comparison with different evolutionary models and age determi-
nation; the presentation and discussion of the results, and con-
clusions are summarised in Sects. 6 and 7, respectively.
2. The sample clusters and Gaia-ESO Survey
information
We considered clusters that have bright stars included in TGAS,
have been observed by GES, and have been analysed in iDR4.
We further selected OCs close enough that their parallaxes are
not greatly affected by Gaia-DR1 systematic errors in parallax
(see Sect. 4), and old enough not to be characterised by possible
age dispersions. The final sample includes eight clusters, listed
in Table 1, along with their main properties from the literature.
2.1. Target selection and characteristics
The selection of the target stars within each cluster is described
in detail in Bragaglia et al. (in preparation). We summarise
here the relevant features. Briefly, the selection was performed
following two main criteria: a) obtaining a large and unbi-
ased sample of cluster candidates to be observed with the GI-
RAFFE fibres; and b) obtaining a smaller sample of brighter
stars to be observed with the UVES fibres. More specifically, GI-
RAFFE targets were selected using 2MASS near-IR photometry
(Skrutskie et al. 2006), along with many public sources of opti-
cal photometry. The cluster sequences were identified in optical
and near-IR CMDs, with the help of known members from the
literature and/or isochrones. We then inclusively selected candi-
dates, considering stars covering the same spatial extension as
known members and lying in a generous band around the identi-
fied cluster sequences. When information was available, UVES
targets were instead chosen among the most likely previously
known cluster members. By observing stars in all evolutionary
phases and by combining the two approaches, we aim to derive a
comprehensive picture of each cluster and of the complete sam-
ple of clusters. The number of candidates observed in the field
of each cluster varies from about 100-200 to almost 2000, but
significant contamination is expected (even among the UVES
targets) due to our inclusive selection of candidates. Most of the
OCs in the present paper are relatively young (age < 150 Myr,
but older than ∼ 10 Myr) and the targets (both UVES and GI-
RAFFE ones) are stars on the [pre/zero-age]main sequence. The
only cluster which is slightly older is NGC 6633 (age about 600
Myr), where we observed stars on the main sequence and in the
red clump phase.
We refer to Pancino et al. (2017) for complete information
on the GIRAFFE gratings employed in GES. We just mention
here that the targets in the eight sample clusters are generally of
late spectral type (F to M), with only a few earlier-type stars. We
mainly observed them with the GIRAFFE setup HR15N, where
Hα and the Li i 6708Å line are located. About 5-10 % of the
targets were observed with UVES and the 520 and 580 setups
for stars earlier and later than F-type, respectively.
2.2. Spectrum analysis and products
GES data reduction and spectrum analysis, including homogeni-
sation have been described in a number of papers (Sacco et al.
2014; Smiljanic et al. 2014; Jackson et al. 2015; Lanzafame et
al. 2015). In summary, pipeline data reduction, as well as radial
and rotational velocity determinations are centralised and per-
formed at the Cambridge Astronomy Survey Unit (CASU) for
GIRAFFE and at Arcetri for UVES spectra, respectively. Spec-
trum analysis is instead distributed among five working groups
(WGs), depending on the stellar-type and/or instrument and/or
setup. From at least two up to several nodes contribute to the
analysis within each WG; node astrophysical parameters and
abundances are first homogenised within each WG and sub-
sequently homogenised across WGs, to put them on a com-
mon scale. Homogenisation is performed using several calibra-
tors, including benchmark stars and calibration open/globular
clusters, selected as described in Pancino et al. (2017). Radial
velocities from the different instruments and settings are also
homogenised. The homogenised values constitute the recom-
mended set and are included in the GEiDR4Final catalogue: un-
less otherwise mentioned, this paper makes use of these recom-
mended values. The dataset released in the GEiDR4Final cata-
logue includes radial and projected equatorial rotational veloci-
ties (RV and vsin i), stellar parameters (Teff, logg, and/or γ index
-see Damiani et al. 2014), global metallicity [Fe/H], and equiva-
lent widths of the Li i 6708Å feature (EWLi); for UVES targets
individual abundances for a variety of species, such as light, α,
Fe–peak, and neutron capture elements are also provided. For
each of the eight clusters and all the candidates considered in
this study, the Gaia-ESO products are provided in the online ta-
bles.
2.3. Metallicity and α-element abundances
Overall metallicities for the eight clusters included in this anal-
ysis were derived, based on the GEiDR4Final catalogue, by Ja-
cobson et al. (2016 –NGC 2516 and NGC 6633) and by Spina et
al. (2017 –the remaining clusters) and are listed in Table 2.
α−element abundances were available for two of the sam-
ple clusters only (NGC 2516 and NGC 6633, also based on
GEiDR4Final –Magrini et al. 2017). Thus, we consistently de-
rived them here for the other clusters. Specifically, average
[El/Fe] ratios were obtained based on the secure cluster mem-
bers observed with UVES (see following section) and consider-
ing only stars with rotational velocities below 15 km s−1. [El/Fe]
values are normalised to the GES recommended abundances for
the Sun (see Magrini et al. 2017). The results are listed in Ta-
ble 2, where for each cluster we present the metallicity and the
abundance ratios with their 1-σ dispersion. In the second to the
last column we report the mean [α/Fe], computed by averaging
the available α elements. As discussed already by Spina et al.
(2017), all clusters have close to solar metallicities with a rela-
tively small dispersion. On the other hand, the table shows some
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Table 1. Sample clusters.
Cluster RA DEC age ref. E(B − V) ref. pre-Gaia ref.
J2000 (Myr) distance modulus
NGC 2451A 07 44 27.00 −37 40 00.00 50-80 (1), (2) 0.01 (2) 6.32 ± 0.04 van Leeuwen (2009)
NGC 2451B 07 44 27.00 −37 40 00.00 50 (1) 0.05-0.12 (3), (4) 7.83 ± 0.35 Carrier et al. (1999)
NGC 2516 07 58 04.00 −60 45 12.00 70-150 (5), (6), (7), (8) 0.09-0.15 (9), (10), (11) 7.68±0.07 van Leeuwen (2009)
NGC 2547 08 10 25.70 −49 10 03.00 35-45 (12), (13), (14) 0.038-0.12 (9), (13), (15) 8.38±0.17 van Leeuwen (2009)
IC 2391 08 40 32.00 −53 02 00.00 30-50 (16), (17), (18) ≤ 0.05 (9) 5.80±0.04 van Leeuwen (2009)
IC 2602 10 42 58.00 −64 24 00.00 30-46 (18), (19) 0.02-0.04 (9), (20) 5.86±0.03 van Leeuwen (2009)
IC 4665 17 46 18.00 +05 43 00.00 28-40 (21), (22) 0.16-0.19 (9), (22) 7.75±0.21 van Leeuwen (2009)
NGC 6633 18 27 15.00 +06 30 30.00 425-575 (24), (25), (26) 0.17-0.18 (9), (23) 7.87±0.26 van Leeuwen (2009)
(1) Hünsch et al. (2003); (2) Platais et al. (2001); (3) Carrier et al. (1999); (4) Balog et al. (2009); (5) Jeffries et al. (1998); (6) Lyra
et al. (2006); (7) Silaj & Landstreet (2014); (8) Tadross et al. (2002); (9) Nicolet (1981), (10) Sung et al. (2002); (11) Terndrup et al.
(2002); (12) Jeffries & Oliveira (2005); (13) Naylor & Jeffries (2006); (14) Paunzen et al. (2014); (15) Claria (1982); (16) Barrado y
Navascués (1999); (17) Barrado y Navascués (2004); (18) Stauffer et al. (1997); (19) Dobbie et al. (2010); (20) Hill & Perry (1969);
(21) Manzi et al. (2008) ; (22) Cargile & James (2010); (23) Gurklyte & Strayzis (1981); (24) van Leeuwen (2009); (25) Dias et al.
(2002); (26) Williams & Bolte (2007).
scatter in elemental abundances, both within clusters and across
clusters, with some elements being systematically somewhat be-
low or above solar. Given the uncertainties, however, we can
safely conclude (at least for the purposes of the present work)
that all the clusters have [α/Fe] consistent with the solar ratio,
that is, [α/Fe]=0 dex. Whilst in the following we will assume
[Fe/H]= 0 for all of the clusters, the effect of metallicity on the
recovered ages and reddening values will be briefly discussed in
Sect. 6.
3. Gaia-ESO Survey cluster membership
As described in Sect. 2.1, GES cluster target selection was de-
signed to be inclusive; as a result, many of the observed targets
are not cluster members. A key aim of this paper is to compare
clean cluster sequences with theoretical predictions in the CM
diagrams and so these interlopers need to be removed, but with-
out relying on information from these two diagrams, to avoid
biasing the final results. In this Subsection we describe a homo-
geneous approach to membership selection that was applied to
all the clusters.
To perform the membership analysis, which was applied to
both GIRAFFE and UVES targets, we used the available pho-
tometry, together with information from GES products and sum-
marised at the end of Sect. 2.2. All of these data are available for
the majority of stars, but in what follows, we required a star to
have a Teff , logg or γ, and a RV in order to be considered as a
candidate member. As mentioned, most of the data come from
the GEiDR4Final internal release except vsin i, where calibra-
tion issues meant that the previous release (iDR2/3) values were
used in preference and are thus only available for three of the
considered clusters (NGC 2547, IC 4665 and NGC 2516). Also,
for a few stars EWLi were not available in the GEiDR4Final
catalogue; in those cases, EWLi determined by one of the nodes
were used.
RV uncertainties are important to derive the RV distribu-
tion and membership probabilities. For the clusters with avail-
able vsin i data (see above) RV uncertainties were calculated
according to the detailed prescription described by Jackson et
al. (2015), which takes into account stellar rotation. For the re-
maining clusters, the uncertainties were instead adopted from the
GEiDR4Final catalogue. The comparison of the calculated un-
certainties with those from the GEiDR4Final catalogue for can-
didate members of NGC 2547, IC 4665 and NGC 2516 showed
that using the GEiDR4Final catalogue RV uncertainty (where
necessary) has only a marginal effect on the averagemembership
probability as a function of RV. At worst, the effect of using the
GEiDR4Final catalogue RV uncertainty is to change the mem-
bership classifications of a few targets in each cluster where the
measured RV is close to the boundary of plausible cluster mem-
bers.
3.1. The selection sequence
Whilst we initially retained all targets observed with the UVES
520 setup and available parameters, the samples of stars ob-
served with HR15N and UVES 580 were cleaned of almost cer-
tain non-members in the following way.
1. For all clusters, likely giant contaminants were removed us-
ing a modified version of the γ index (γ′ = γ + τ/6, where τ
is the temperature-sensitive index – see Damiani et al. 2014),
which removes the temperature sensitivity of the index. Tar-
gets with 4000 < Teff < 7000 K and γ′ > 1.335 were thus
rejected as giants. By comparing γ′ with log g for the subset
of stars for which the gravity is also available, we find that
this threshold corresponds to log g < 3.4 ± 0.1. We note that
for NGC 6633 UVES sample giants were not discarded.
2. The presence of lithium in the photosphere is an excellent
empirical age indicator for low-mass stars within given Teff
ranges (e.g. Soderblom et al. 2014). By examining compiled
data from the literature for the sample clusters and other clus-
ters in the same age interval (e.g. Soderblom et al. 1993;
Jeffries et al. 1998; Randich et al. 2001; Sestito & Randich
2005; Jeffries et al. 2014), we designed simple filters in the
EWLi versus Teff plane. These filters allowed the inclusion
of almost all previously known members of the clusters at
their assumed ages, whilst excluding a significant fraction of
older contaminant stars at the same Teff. More specifically, if
a valid EWLi measurement (or upper limit) was present for
a star in the Teff range indicated in Table 3, but was below
the Teff-dependent threshold, then the star was rejected. The
separation between field stars and cluster members becomes
smaller at older ages and Li selection was not applied for
NGC 6633.
3. Targets with [Fe/H] < −0.5 were excluded, since all of
the clusters have approximately a solar metallicity (see
Sect. 2.2). A very conservative threshold was adopted here.
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Table 2. Cluster metallicities and abundance ratios.
Cluster [Fe/H] [MgI/Fe] [SiI/Fe] [CaI/Fe] [TiI/Fe] [α/Fe] [α/Fe] provenance
NGC 2451A −0.05±0.02 −0.08:: −0.17:: 0.02:: −0.17:: −0.1 ± 0.07 this paper, 1 star
NGC 2451B −0.01±0.01 −0.02:: −0.08:: 0.01:: 0.05:: −0.01 ± 0.07 this paper, 1 star
NGC 2516 −0.08 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.06 −0.05 ± 0.07 0.03 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.09 0.03 ± 0.08 Magrini et al. (2017)
NGC 2547 −0.01 ± 0.01 0.00 ± 0.02 −0.06 ± 0.06 0.07 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.06 this paper, 2 stars
IC 2391 −0.03 ± 0.02 −0.10 ± 0.20 −0.08 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.04 −0.02 ± 0.08 this paper 2 stars
IC 2602 −0.02 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.08 −0.08 ± 0.08 0.08 ± 0.11 0.0 ± 0.12 0.01 ± 0.09 this paper, 7 stars
IC 4665 0.0 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.09 −0.10 ± 0.08 0.08 ± 0.09 0.01 ± 0.13 0.01 ± 0.11 this paper, 6 stars
NGC 6633 −0.06 ± 0.02 −0.01 ± 0.01 −0.02 ± 0.04 0.07 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.07 0.01 ± 0.04 Magrini et al. (2017)
Notes. [Fe/H] values have been retrieved from Jacobson et al. (2016) and Spina et al. (2017) for all clusters, while α-element abundances have
been taken from Magrini et al. (2017) or determined in this paper, as indicated. Abundance ratios derived from one star only are marked with "::".
Note that for the same clusters, [Fe/H] values were instead estimated using more stars (Spina et al. 2017).
4. For targets with valid vsin i estimates, if vsin i < 3 km s−1
(unresolved broadening at the GES spectral resolution) the
target was rejected as unlikely to be a cluster member. This
threshold was only applied to those stars outside the Teff
range for which the lithium test was valid. The rationale here
is that such stars are either relatively hot, in which case they
do not spin down with age in the same way as cooler stars;
or, they are so cool that their spin down timescales are ex-
tremely long, such that no slow rotators are expected at the
ages of the clusters considered here. Of course the unknown
inclination angle might mean that a small fraction of rapidly
rotating stars have a small vsin i, but we were prepared to
accept this loss in favour of a more efficient rejection of non-
members.
The first of the above steps (gravity) identified the majority
of contaminants. Lithium selection was very effective in the
youngest clusters, becoming less so in older clusters, yet still re-
jecting ∼ 10 % of the remaining candidates. Very few candidates
were removed because of their low metallicity or slow rotation.
3.2. Radial velocity distributions and membership
probabilities
The radial velocity distributions of the filtered candidate mem-
bers for each cluster were modelled using the maximum like-
lihood technique described in Jeffries et al. (2014), originally
proposed by Pryor & Meylan (1993) and updated by Cottar et
al. (2012) to include the contribution of binaries. This technique
assumes that the observed radial velocities are taken from an in-
trinsic model broadened by the observational RV uncertainties
and the effects of unresolved binaries; the latter have a distribu-
tion of RV offsets expected from a set of randomly oriented SB1
binary systems with a specified distribution of orbital periods,
eccentricities, and mass ratios. The total likelihood of a star’s
observed RV is then given by the sum of its likelihood if it were
a single star and its likelihood if it were in an unresolved binary.
L = (1 − fbin) × Lsing + fbin × Lbin, (1)
whereLsing andLbin are the likelihood of single and binary stars
and fbin is the adopted binary fraction. Given a model speci-
fied by a number of free parameters (see below), the best-fitting
model is found by calculating the likelihood for each star and
then maximising the summed logarithmic likelihood for all stars
by varying the model parameters over a grid of possibilities.
For the clusters considered here we constructed models that
consisted of multiple Gaussian components. One broad Gaus-
sian was used to represent the background of contaminating stars
that are still likely to be in the sample after filtering. The clus-
ters themselves were modelled as single Gaussians, except for
NGC 2547 and NGC 2451, where two Gaussians were required
to adequately model the RV distribution. In the former case, the
second kinematic population was originally discovered by Sacco
et al. (2015) and will not be considered further in the present pa-
per. In the case of NGC 2451 the two populations correspond
to clusters A and B, which will be considered separately. The
characteristics of the binary population were fixed in each case
to be those of the solar-type field stars estimated by Raghavan
et al. (2010), with a binary fraction of 0.46. The exact details
of the assumed binary parameters make little difference to the
membership probabilities and ultimate selection of candidates to
compare with isochrones.
Once the best-fitting parameters of the intrinsic distributions
were found, the probability p of individual stars belonging to
the cluster component(s) was calculated, assuming that each star
must be a member of either the cluster component(s) or the back-
ground. We caution that these samples will not be cleaned of all
contamination. For example, a star with p = 0.9 still has a 10%
chance of being an unrelated contaminating star. For the com-
parison with theoretical models we conservatively retained all
the objects with p > 0.9, except for NGC 2415A and NGC 6633
where we considered p > 0.8, as there are no stars with p > 0.9,
due to the less well defined RV peak and broader distribution.
As an example, the selection sequence and the results for the
cluster NGC 2547 are summarised in Fig. 1.
4. TGAS analysis: Cluster membership and
parallaxes
TGAS-based parallaxes for all clusters included in this paper ex-
cept NGC 2451B have been published in VL17. Nevertheless,
we re-derived them here to independently test our methodolo-
gies and because we aim to perform a uniform analysis which
would also include NGC 2451B.
Our approach is based on the trigonometric parallaxes and
proper motions of the bright stars included in the TGAS cat-
alogue. We first compiled samples of previously known clus-
ter candidates brighter than V ∼ 12 mag for each cluster, us-
ing catalogues available in the literature. These lists are used
as initial guesses for the TGAS membership analysis; hence,
we adopted a conservative approach and considered only high-
probability members from the literature. Also, these samples do
not include GES targets, which, as noted, are typically fainter
than the TGAS limit. We then cross-matched these samples of
likely cluster members with the TGAS catalogue, finding at least
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Fig. 1. Selection of likely cluster members of the open cluster NGC 2547. Plot (a) shows the initial selection by gravity index; grey diamonds
being retained and blue circles being rejected as non-members. Plot (b) shows selection from the remaining targets according to lithium EW; red
squares being rejected as non-members. Plot (c) shows a histogram of measured RVs. Blue targets were identified as non members by the general
screening (gravity index, lithium EW, vsini and [FeH]). Grey targets have a probability larger than 90% of membership based on their measured
RVs. White targets have a lower probability of membership and are discarded from the sample. Plot (d) shows the H versus J − KS diagram
colour coded according to the target selection status. Solid grey circles and triangles identify targets classed as likely cluster members retained for
subsequent analysis.
Table 3. Lithium selection criteria.
Cluster T1 T2 T3 EWLi1 EWLi2 EWLi3
(K) (mÅ)
All but NGC 2516 4200 5000 6000 100 200 100
NGC 2516 4600 5000 6000 50 100 50
NGC 6633 4600 5000 6000 0 0 0
Notes. Targets were rejected if EWLi (or its upper limit) were below the lines defined by the coordinates (T1,EW1), (T2,EW2) and (T3,EW3).
Targets with Teff < T1 or Teff > T3 were not rejected on the basis of EWLi.
ten members for each cluster with available astrometric parame-
ters.
As mentioned, the samples of literature members were used
to compute the initial estimates of the astrometric parameters
(i.e. the basic statistics of the proper motions and parallaxes)
needed to refine the selection of the candidate cluster members
from the whole TGAS catalogue. After that, we applied two
complementary methods to analyse the TGAS subsets and to es-
timate the cluster trigonometric parallaxes. The first procedure
relies on a conservative selection of a sample of bona fide astro-
metric members, based on tight confidence levels that minimise
the contamination of the false positives. Conversely, the second
procedure adopts larger thresholds and fits the parallax distribu-
tion of a larger sample of TGAS sources with a model represent-
ing both cluster and field stars. In the following, we describe in
detail these two procedures and compare the results in Table 4.
4.1. Analysis of the ‘bona fide’ cluster members
We selected TGAS sources centred on the nominal cluster posi-
tion listed in Table 1 and within a search radius between 0.7◦ and
2◦; the radii correspond to 4-6 pc at the expected distances of the
clusters. The smaller values were usually adopted for the clus-
ters with proper motions that were not well separated from the
field stars. Also, since the search radii are of the order or smaller
than the scale-length, ∼ 2◦, of the astrometric systematic error in
TGAS (Lindegren et al. 2016), we can reasonably assume that
a global zero point uncertainty will possibly affect our parallax
and distance estimations.
After identifying all TGAS sources within the search area,
we checked their astrometric solution and rejected stars with for-
mal errors on parallaxes and proper motions larger than 0.6 mas
and 3 mas yr−1, respectively. The adopted thresholds were cho-
sen after visual inspection of the corresponding distributions, in
order to remove outliers corresponding to anomalous astrometric
solutions. In addition, we selected only TGAS astrometric solu-
tions based on a minimum of 50 CCD observations and affected
by an excess of noise3 ǫ < 1 mas in order to discard astrometric
binaries and other anomalous cases.
Candidate cluster members were then selected in the 3D
space of parallaxes and proper motions, (̟, µ∗α, µδ), by means
of the following procedure. We first estimated the mean values
and dispersions of the cluster members selected from the liter-
ature. Secondly, in order to remove false positives, we further
rejected catalogue sources by applying a 2σ threshold on both
proper motions and parallaxes. Then, we recomputed the first-
and second-order moments of the three dimensional (3D) dis-
tribution, including the correlation between proper motions and
parallaxes, and for the final selection we assumed a probability
distribution in the form of a 3D Gaussian ellipsoid:
f (̟, µα∗ , µδ) = const · e−
1
2 E(̟,µα∗ ,µδ) , (2)
3 This parameter represents the residual error of the single star fitting.
See Lindegren et al. (2016) for further details.
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where E is the function defined by:
E(̟, µα∗ , µδ) =
R̟̟
R
(
̟−〈̟〉
σ̟
)2
+
Rµα∗ µα∗
R
(
µα∗−〈µα∗ 〉
σµα∗
)2
+
Rµδµδ
R
(
µδ−〈µδ〉
σµδ
)2
+
2
R̟µα∗
R
(
̟−〈̟〉
σ̟
) (
µα∗−〈µα∗ 〉
σµα∗
)
+
2
Rµα∗µδ
R
(
µα∗−〈µα∗ 〉
σµα∗
) (
µδ−〈µδ〉
σµδ
)
+
2
R̟µδ
R
(
̟−〈̟〉
σ̟
) (
µδ−〈µδ〉
σµδ
)
.
(3)
Here, R represents the determinant of the symmetrical matrix
R of the empirical correlation coefficients ρi j = Ri j/R (for
i, j = ̟, µα∗ , µδ), and Ri j denotes the cofactor of the correspond-
ing correlation element in R (Trumpler & Weaver 1953). A 2σ
threshold, E(̟, µα∗ , µδ) < ζ2 with ζ = 2, corresponding to a
confidence level (C.L.) of 73.8% in 3D, was usually applied to
select the bona fide cluster members, although a more conserva-
tive threshold of 1.5σ (C.L. 48%) was adopted for some clusters
(see Table 4), to further minimise the contamination of field stars
4.
The results of IC 2602 and NGC 2451 B are shown as exam-
ples in Figs. 2 and 3. For IC 2602, the mean proper motions are
well separated from the field stars, while for NGC 2451B, the
mean proper motions overlap with the field. We also notice that,
particularly for NGC 2451B, the candidate members collected
from the literature (blue symbols) appear contaminated by sev-
eral false members, in spite of our initial conservative selection;
nevertheless, the left panels of Figs. 2-3 clearly show that the
resulting astrometrically selected members (red symbols) match
properly the cluster peak in the parallax distribution of the com-
plete set of TGAS sources.
Finally, the cluster parallax was derived as a weighted
mean of the parallaxes of the n selected members: 〈̟〉 =(∑n
i=1̟i/σ
2
̟,i
)
/
(∑n
i=1 1/σ
2
̟,i
)
. The corresponding error was es-
timated using the standard formula, ǫ2
〈̟〉
=
(∑n
i=1 1/σ
2
̟,i
)−1
,
which does not depend on the residuals and thus is not biased
due to the cuts applied to the tail of the distribution by the pro-
cedure described above. We point out that the formal error on
the weighted mean, ǫ̟, does not include the uncertainty due to
the possible systematic errors affecting the TGAS catalogue. The
latter was considered when converting parallaxes to distances.
The results are reported in Table 4 and compared to the inde-
pendent results provided by the method based on the Gaussian
maximum likelihood fitting that is described in more detail in the
following section.
4.2. Analysis of the loosely selected members
In a different approach, for reference purposes, we pre-selected
all TGAS stars in the clusters of interest with positions, proper
motions, and parallaxes loosely compatible with those of the se-
lected literature cluster members described above. The selection
was performed as follows:
(α − α0)2(cos δ)2
r2
+
(δ − δ0)2
r2
+
(µα∗ − µ¯α∗ )2
(3σµα∗ )2
+
4 The function in Eq. 2 represents a 3D Gaussian distribution, where
E(̟, µα∗ , µδ) is the sum of the squared and normalised residuals.
+
(µδ − µ¯δ)2
(3σµδ)2
+
(̟ − ¯̟ )2
(5σ̟)2
< 1,
where r is a generous radius for membership selection (1 deg),
α0 and δ0 are the centre coordinates, µ¯α∗ and µ¯δ are the median
proper motions of the literature members with their dispersions,
σµα∗ and σµδ , while ¯̟ is the median parallax with its dispersion,
σ̟. The selection in parallax was less restrictive than that on
proper motions in order to have a large enough range of paral-
laxes to characterise the distribution of field stars. We then fitted
the distribution of parallaxes of the selected stars with both one
Gaussian and the sum of two Gaussians with different mean and
sigma, and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Specifically,
we employed the likelihood estimator defined by Pryor & Mey-
lan (1993), Walker et al. (2006), and Martin et al. (2007), which
takes into account the errors on measurements as well. Namely,
the estimated uncertainty in the measurements was included in
the model separately from the intrinsic dispersion of the clus-
ter and background. We mention in passing that this approach
is very similar to the one adopted in Sect. 3 for the GES RV
analysis, except that it does not take into account the presence of
binaries.
In cases with a negligible field contamination (IC 2602 be-
ing the best case, Fig. 4), the one or two Gaussians fits gave the
same result for the cluster parallax, within the uncertainties. In
more difficult cases (NGC 2451 B being the worst case), we ob-
served distortions in the shape of the distribution, or multiple
peaks and the fits with the one or two Gaussians yielded differ-
ent values of the cluster parallaxes; in these cases we adopted the
two-Gaussians solution.
We note that in the case of NGC 2451 B, the high field con-
tamination forced us to restrict the cluster radius to 0.8◦ instead
of 1◦, and the cut in proper motion to 2.2σ rather than 3σ. We
also mention that the Gaussian distribution was not always the
best model for the residual field population after the loose pre-
selection, but it granted an accurate positioning of the cluster
Gaussian by removing field stars in a satisfactory way after vi-
sual inspection (see the case of NGC 6633 in Fig. 5).
The results are listed in Table 4, where the number of fit-
ted Gaussians is also reported. The formal errors on the paral-
lax (ǫ̟) were computed with the formulas by Pryor & Meylan
(1993), which take the TGAS parallax errors into account. The
observed dispersions in the parallax distributions, σ̟ in Table 4,
are significantly larger than the cluster’s depth in parallax space
(the latter being at most of the order of 10 µas for the closest
clusters). As a result, the fitted intrinsic cluster dispersions with
the adopted MLE formulation were negligible (close to zero),
meaning that most of the observed spread was attributed to mea-
surement errors.
4.3. Reference distances and comparison with other
determinations
Table 4 displays results that indicate an extremely good agree-
ment between the two complementary procedures, supporting
the internal consistency of our results. In particular, this means
that false positives contaminating the selected cluster members
do not significantly alter the mean parallax.
The table also lists the parallaxes reported in the literature
before Gaia (mainly derived from Hipparcos data) and those de-
rived by VL17. Considering pre-Gaia determinations, the table
shows that for five of the clusters our parallaxes agree well with
previous determinations, while the agreement is less good for
NGC 2516, NGC 2547, and NGC 6633. For the latter cluster the
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Fig. 2. Distribution of µtot =
√
µ2
α∗
+ µ2δ vs. ̟ (left panel) and histogram of ̟ (right panel) for IC 2602. The black colour represents the initial
TGAS subset, while blue and red symbols mark the candidate members from the literature and those classified by the method described in Sect. 4.1,
respectively.
ϖ (mas) ϖ (mas)
Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for NGC 2451B. In this case, the efficiency of the astrometric selection in reducing the contamination of false positives
classified as cluster members by previous studies (blue symbols) is apparent. Notice also a third peak at ̟ ∼ 5.3 mas in the parallax distribution
of the complete sample (black histogram), which corresponds to members belonging to NGC 2541 A in the foreground.
parallaxes are only marginally inconsistent, given the large error
of the Hipparcos value, while in the case of NGC 2516 the dis-
crepancy is in principle similar to the expected systematic (∼ 0.3
mas) discussed by Lindegren et al. (2016). The disagreement for
NGC 2547 is much larger; interestingly, in this case the distance
modulus derived from our parallax (see Table 6) is consistent
with that (m0 − M = 7.79+0.11−0.05) derived by Naylor & Jeffries
(2006), by fitting the CMDs with isochrones.
The comparison with VL17 indicates an excellent agree-
ment for most clusters. In particular, VL17 parallaxes for
NGC 6633 and NGC 2547 are much closer to our own esti-
mates than to those from Hipparcos. However, a discrepancy
between our results and VL17 is present for NGC 2451A and,
again, NGC 2516. Whilst the difference for NGC 2451A (10 pc
in distance) is not statistically significant, the discrepancy for
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Fig. 4. Example of a one-Gaussian MLE fit for IC 2602 with the loosely
selected members method.
Fig. 5. Example of a two-Gaussians MLE fit for NGC 6633 with the
loosely selected members method.
NGC 2516 is greater than 5σ and equivalent to ∼ 50 pc in dis-
tance.
In order to double check our parallax determination for
NGC 2516, we ran again the procedure described in Sect. 4.1,
but adopting different initial conditions. Namely, we did not start
the analysis from a list of known literature members, but we con-
sidered the initial values (̟, µ∗α, µδ)0 from van Leeuwen (2009
–VL09), as done by VL17. The 53 TGAS cluster members se-
lected in this way within a radius of 1◦ show a mean proper mo-
tion µ∗α = −4.60 ± 0.02 masyr
−1; µδ = 11.19 ± 0.02 masyr−1
and a mean parallax̟ = 2.57±0.04 mas. The results are hence
in good agreement with the astrometric parameters reported in
Table 4, confirming the consistency of our procedure. We also
note that this sample includes eight bright Hipparcos sources,
whose astrometric parameters are expected to be more accurate
than those of the Tycho 2 sources in TGAS. In particular, the
correlation between the parallax and proper motions are usually
much smaller for the Hipparcos stars. As shown in Table 5, all
these stars have parallaxes in the range 2.2 < ̟ < 2.6 mas,
comparable to the mean parallax of the whole sample, although
slightly smaller (possibly due to colour and magnitude system-
atics). We hence conclude that our determination of the parallax
of NGC 2516 seems not only to be solid against initial assump-
tions, but also validated by the presence of the Hipparcos stars. In
Sect. 6.3 we will discuss the age and reddening estimates using
VL17 parallax for this cluster.
Table 6 summarises the astrometric parameters of all the
sample clusters resulting from the first procedure. We adopt
these parameters as reference values in the following sections.
5. Comparison between theory and observations
As mentioned in the introduction, the comparison between
HRDs/CMDs and theoretical isochrones represents a key tool
for testing models of stellar evolution and to derive the cluster
ages. Two of the main uncertainties affecting the comparison of
this procedure are the cluster distance and chemical composi-
tion; in the present case, GES analysis provides the metallicity
and abundance ratios, while the TGAS parallax measurements
provide a direct cluster distance determination, enabling already
a step forward. In the near future we expect that the Gaia paral-
laxes will be of much higher precision and uncertainties in the
distance will become much less important, allowing even more
detailed comparisons with the models. Nevertheless, as we will
show in the following sections, the TGAS data already allow us
to test the methodology, to identify main sources of errors, and
to achieve new results.
5.1. The evolutionary models
In this paper we make use of and compare the results of some
recent, updated, and widely used grids of evolutionary models.
Namely, we chose the MIST database (the MESA isochrone set,
see Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) in the Choi et al. (2016)
and Dotter (2016) version5, the PARSEC (1.2S version, see
Chen et al. 2014; Bressan et al. 2012)6, and the PROSECCO
models. We note that we only considered models that cover
the whole observed mass range of the sample clusters and in-
clude standard physics only. Also, the PROSECCO evolutionary
tracks were calculated specifically for this work by means of the
Pisa version of the FRANEC evolutionary code (Tognelli et al.
2011; Dell’Omodarme et al. 2012; Tognelli et al. 2015a,b). For
the comparison we adopted stellar models with [Fe/H]=0 and
[α/Fe]=0, compatibly with the results given in Table 2. All the
grids of evolutionary models adopt updated input physics and
estimates of the solar abundance mixture, summarised in Table
7. We refer to the cited papers for a detailed description.
The precise analysis of the effects of the different choices
in the input physics is beyond the scope of the present work.
Hence, we only briefly present in Appendix. A a comparison of
the predictions of the selected sets of models to highlight the
main differences among them, referring the interested reader to
previous detailed studies on this topic (i.e. Chabrier & Baraffe
1997; Siess 2001; Montalbán et al. 2004; Tognelli et al. 2011).
5.2. Bayesian analysis
Our analysis was performed using a Bayesian maximum likeli-
hoodmethod based on a star by star comparison of observed data
with isochrones, to simultaneously derive the reddening and the
age for each cluster. The TGAS distances with their estimated
uncertainties have been adopted. The maximum likelihood anal-
ysis is carried out using the 2MASS J, H and Ks magnitudes that
are available for the largest number of stars and are assumed to
be independent from each other. After the analysis, as an addi-
tional check, the results are shown also in the (V − Ks, V) and
(logTeff, Ks) planes. We also discuss the effect of including the
V magnitude in the analysis.
The theoretical bases for the adopted recovery method are
described in various papers in the literature; in particular we have
5 available at the link http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/
6 available at the link http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd
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Table 4. TGAS cluster parallaxes as derived by our two independent procedures. When available, the parallaxes estimated by van Leeuwen (2009)
and VL17 are also listed for comparison.
bona fide cluster members Loosely selected members VL09 VL17
Cluster r C.L. N ̟ ǫ̟ N ̟ ǫ̟ σ̟ nGauss ̟ ǫ̟ ̟ ǫ̟
(deg) σ (mas) (mas) (mas) (mas) (mas) (mas) (mas) (mas) (mas)
NGC 2451A 2 2.0 19 5.293 0.069 25 5.266 0.061 0.504 1 5.45 0.11 5.59 0.11
NGC 2451B 1 1.5 14 2.773 0.089 46 2.763 0.041 0.354 2 2.72a 0.44a – –
NGC 2516 0.7 1.5 22 2.586 0.063 33 2.588 0.052 0.467 1 2.92 0.10 2.99 0.08
NGC 2547 1.5 1.5 10 2.746 0.091 17 2.720 0.071 0.224 1 2.11 0.17 2.79 0.06
IC 2391 2 2.0 17 6.850 0.064 24 6.829 0.055 0.216 2 6.90 0.12 7.01 0.11
IC 2602 1.5 2.0 17 6.757 0.069 30 6.749 0.051 0.198 1 6.73 0.09 6.74 0.05
IC 4665 1 2.0 10 2.732 0.091 15 2.784 0.073 0.124 2 2.81 0.27 2.83 0.05
NGC 6633 0.7 1.5 17 2.432 0.066 72 2.438 0.032 0.212 2 2.67 0.32 2.37 0.03
Notes. a: from Carrier et al. (1999)
Table 5. Hipparcos stars, selected as bona fide members of NGC 2516.
HIP ID G ̟ σ̟
mag mas mas
38759 8.874 2.37 0.22
38739 8.163 2.41 0.24
38906 6.859 2.44 0.24
38966 7.138 2.20 0.24
39438 8.300 2.50 0.24
39562 7.683 2.62 0.23
120401 9.170 2.27 0.28
120404 7.615 2.28 0.24
followed the same formalism as Jørgensen & Lindegren (2005,
JL05) and Gennaro et al. (2012, GPT12), to which we refer for
the details of the methods.
The total likelihood for each star of a given cluster has been
defined as in Eq. 1. The single or binary star likelihood for the
i-th observed star is given by
Li =
N∏
j
1
(2π)1/2σi, j
exp−
[q j(p) − qˆi, j]2
2σ2
i, j
, (4)
where qˆi, j and σi, j are the j-th observed quantity and its related
uncertainty for the i-th star and q(p) is the models prediction that
depends on the set of parameters p. The difference between the
two contributions is that in the first term (single-star likelihood)
the models are extracted from the standard isochrone, while, to
evaluate the binary contribution (Lbin) to L, the models are ex-
tracted from a binary sequence generated starting from the single
star isochrone. We recall that to generate a binary sequence, one
must also specify the secondary-to-primary component mass ra-
tio, namely qbin ≡ M2/M1, which, in our cases, is not known
a priori. We will discuss below the effect of adopting different
values of fbin and qbin.
Similarly to JL05 and GPT12, we used the marginalised dis-
tribution to get the most probable value of each of the analysed
parameters, which, in our case, are the age τ and the reddening
̺ ≡ E(B − V). To be more precise, the likelihood of each star
depends on the stellar age, mass, and on the adopted reddening.
We are not interested in deriving stellar masses; thus we inte-
grated (marginalised) over it obtaining a likelihood that depends
only on τ and ̺. We do not use any prior on the mass distribution
(i.e. flat prior). This procedure has been adopted for each star of
a given cluster; then, the total likelihood of the whole cluster -
which we used to recover the age and the reddening - is given
by the product of each star likelihood marginalised on the stellar
mass.
To derive the most probable value of one parameter (i.e. τ or
̺), we integrated (marginalised) the likelihood over the other (i.e.
to get the age we integrated over all the possible reddening val-
ues). We defined the best value as the median of the marginalised
distribution, differently from JL05 and GPT12 who adopted the
mode. However, we verified that, in each analysed case, the dis-
tance between the mode and the median is much smaller than the
final uncertainty on the derived parameter. We also performed a
test adopting a different definition of the best value and consid-
ering the mode of the total bi-dimensional likelihood without
any marginalision process. This corresponds to obtaining from
the recovery the model with the most probable reddening and
age, simultaneously; in the case of the marginalised distribu-
tions, τ and ̺ are instead calculated separately and they might
not be consistent with the values that actually maximise the bi-
dimensional likelihood. To better investigate the issue, we simul-
taneously selected the (τ, ̺) vector corresponding to the maxi-
mum of the total likelihood and verified that these values are
equal to the ones obtained using the marginalised distributions.
In some cases there is a small difference between these two sets
of values, but the difference is much smaller than the uncertainty
on the estimated age and reddening. However, we preferred to
use the marginalised distributions and the median to get the best
value, as the total bi-dimensional likelihood is (in some cases)
not very smooth and it presents spurious peaks close to its max-
imum.
5.2.1. Uncertainties
The observables are affected by uncertainties, which in our case
arise from magnitude and distance errors. The errors on J, H,
Ks magnitudes are generally of the order of a few percent. Con-
cerning the distance, the uncertainty slightly changes from one
cluster to another (see Table 6), but it is smaller than about
15% in the worst cases, which means an uncertainty on the dis-
tance modulus of less than 0.3 magnitudes. To properly evaluate
the cumulative uncertainty on the estimated parameters due to
the magnitude and distance errors, we adopted a Monte Carlo
method similar to that used in Valle et al. (2016, 2017). Namely,
we assumed a Gaussian distribution around the central value for
magnitudes and distance, with an uncertainty (1 σ) obtained by
averaging the positive and negative errors. We discuss the ef-
fect of a non-Gaussian distribution of the error on the distance
modulus at the end of this Section. The observations were ran-
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Table 6. TGAS astrometric parameters: mean cluster parallaxes, ̟, and proper motions, µα∗ , µδ, estimated from the selected bona fide cluster
members as weighted averages. The derived spatial distance, d = 1/̟, and the distance modulus, DM = m0−M = −5 log̟−5, are also reported.
The systematic errors correspond to the nominal TGAS systematic uncertainty, ǫS̟ = 0.3 mas. These dominate the error budget.
Cluster ̟ ± ǫ̟ µα∗±ǫµα∗ µδ±ǫµδ d ± ǫ
R
d
± ǫS
d
DM ± ǫR
DM
± ǫS
DM
(mas) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (pc) (mag)
NGC 2451A 5.293 ± 0.069 −20.994± 0.186 15.267 ± 0.168 189 +02
−02
+11
−10 6.38
+0.03
−0.03
+0.13
−0.12
NGC 2451B 2.773 ± 0.089 −9.876 ± 0.305 4.675 ± 0.252 361 +12
−11
+44
−35 7.79
+0.07
−0.07
+0.25
−0.22
NGC 2516 2.586 ± 0.063 −4.662 ± 0.026 11.066 ± 0.027 387 +10
−09
+51
−40 7.94
+0.05
−0.05
+0.27
−0.24
NGC 2547 2.746 ± 0.091 −8.935 ± 0.025 4.388 ± 0.025 364 +13
−12
+45
−36 7.81
+0.07
−0.07
+0.25
−0.23
IC 2391 6.850 ± 0.064 −25.255± 0.029 23.337 ± 0.029 146 +01
−01
+07
−06 5.82
+0.02
−0.02
+0.10
−0.09
IC 2602 6.757 ± 0.069 −17.213± 0.015 10.544 ± 0.014 148 +02
−01
+07
−06 5.85
+0.02
−0.02
+0.10
−0.09
IC 4665 2.732 ± 0.091 −0.825 ± 0.023 −8.565 ± 0.018 366 +13
−12
+45
−36 7.82
+0.07
−0.07
+0.25
−0.23
NGC 6633 2.432 ± 0.066 1.325 ± 0.038 −1.698 ± 0.029 411 +11
−11
+58
−45 8.07
+0.06
−0.06
+0.29
−0.25
Notes. R: Random; S : Systematic
Table 7. Summary of the main characteristics of the selected grids of models. All the codes use a solar calibrated convection efficiency.
Code: EOS Radiative Opacity Boundary Conditions Convection BC Y, Z
OPAL06 OPAL non-grey, τbc = 10 MLT BT-Settl CFIST11
PROSECCO SCVH95 F05 BT-Settl AHF11 αML=2.00 CK03 (Teff ≥ 104K) Y=0.274, Z= 0.013
(AS09) CK03 (Teff ≥ 104K)
OPAL06 OPAL non-grey, τbc = 100 MLT ATLAS12/SYNTHE
MIST SCVH95 F05 ATLAS12/SYNTHE αML=1.82 Y=0.270, Z= 0.014
(AS09) Kurucz (1993)
OPAL non-grey, τbc = 2/3 MLT BT-Settl AHF11
PARSEC FreeEOS M09 BT-Settl AHF11 αML=1.7 Y=0.274, Z= 0.013
(C11)
The columns provide the adopted: equation of state (EOS), radiative opacity (the heavy elements mixture is also specified), boundary condition
characteristics, superadiabatic convection treatment, bolometric corrections (BC) and model chemical composition (the fractional abundance in
mass of helium and metals, Y, Z).
References: AS09: Asplund et al. (2009) solar mixture. C11: Caffau et al. (2011) solar mixture.
BT-Settl AHF11: Allard et al. (2011) with the AS09 solar mixture. BT-Settl CIFIST11: as the BT-Settl AHF11 but with the C11 solar mixture.
CK03: Castelli & Kurucz (2003). ATLAS12/SYNTHE: Castelli (2005).
F05: Ferguson et al. (2005) radiative opacity. M09: Marigo & Aringer (2009) radiative opacity. OPAL: Iglesias & Rogers (1996), updated in
2005.
FreeEOS: Irwin (2008) EOS. OPAL06: Rogers & Nayfonov (2002) EOS, updated in 2006. SCVH95: Saumon et al. (1995) EOS.
domly perturbedwithin the Gaussian error for each star (stars are
treated independently) and for each photometric band. Distance
was also perturbed within its Gaussian error; the perturbation is
the same for all the cluster stars, which are supposed to be at the
same distance. The procedure was iterated to obtain 100 differ-
ent datasets and thus 100 different estimated values of age and
reddening. Among the 100 perturbed datasets we also included
the unperturbed case. The most probable values of τ and ̺ were
selected as the median of the ordered sample of the 100 derived
τ (̺), while the confidence intervals were assumed as the val-
ues corresponding to the 16 and 84 percentiles of the same or-
dered sample. We verified, using the PROSECCO models in the
(J,H,Ks), plane that the recovered ages and reddening values do
not change if 1000 datasets (more time consuming) were used
instead of 100.
This procedure gives the cumulative uncertainty on the es-
timated parameters (age and reddening) due to both the photo-
metric and distance errors. We repeated such an analysis keeping
the magnitudes fixed to their central values and perturbing only
the distance, to get the contribution to the parameter uncertainty
due to the distance error only. As a general result, we found that
the distance error has a significant impact in determining the to-
tal uncertainty on both the age and the reddening, in particular in
those clusters with a relatively small number of stars and/or scat-
tered data. The sole distance error accounts for about 15-30% (up
to 60% in the worst cases) of the total age uncertainty and about
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30-60% of the total reddening uncertainty. As discussed in more
detail in Sect. 6.3, there is obvious room for a further increase
of the precision of the results thanks to the expected improve-
ment in the Gaia parallaxes and photometry in subsequent data
releases.
Table 6 shows that the errors on distance are actually not
symmetric, while, those on the distance modulus (that we ac-
tually used in the recovery) are, with a good approximation,
symmetric. Small deviations are, however, present at the level
of 0.02-0.04 mag. We then checked that the Gaussian approxi-
mation produced reliable results. To do this, we derived the age
and reddening values considering the sole errors on the distance
and adopting the central value of the DM plus or minus the er-
rors listed in Table 6. The uncertainties in the recovered param-
eters have been estimated by taking the difference between the
age (reddening) obtained using the central value of DM and the
two extremes derived using the maximum/minimum DM. We
performed this analysis for all the clusters in our sample and
found that this procedure yields a confidence interval for age
and reddening in excellent agreement with those obtained using
the Monte Carlo method: the differences between the values ob-
tained adopting the two procedures are very small (at the level
of a few percent) and become negligible when the uncertainty on
the photometry is included in the analysis.
5.2.2. Recovery of ages and reddening values
The Bayesian analysis has been applied on sample clusters us-
ing the PROSECCO isochrones. The first step of the analysis
implied the construction of the grid of models to be employed in
the parameters recovery. We started from a set of isochrones at
[Fe/H]= 0 and [α/Fe]= 0, as measured for the sample clusters,
in the range 10-700 Myr. Where not explicitly stated, the mod-
els have been computed adopting a core overshooting parameter
βov = 0.150, as recently obtained by comparing the Pisa models
with the TZ Fornacis eclipsing binary system (Valle et al. 2017).
The isochrone grid has been calculated with an age spacing
suitable to obtain a good resolution for the age determination,
namely, δτ = 0.2 Myr for 10 ≤ τ(Myr) < 25, 0.5 Myr for 25 ≤
τ(Myr) < 40, 1 Myr for 40 ≤ τ(Myr) < 100, 5 Myr for 100 ≤
τ(Myr) < 300 and 10Myr for τ ≥ 300Myr. For E(B−V) we used
a spacing of 0.0001. Concerning the prior distribution, we used
a box function for both τ and E(B− V). Reddening is allowed to
vary with a flat probability distribution in the range 0 ≤ E(B −
V) ≤ 0.3 to cover all the possible reddening values found in the
literature for the selected clusters. For the age, the box width
depends on the expected age. More specifically, we adopted a
conservative flat prior on the age for the three age intervals: 10−
100 Myr, 100 − 300 Myr, and 300 − 700 Myr, respectively.
After the construction of the grid, for all the selected sets
of models and all the ages, we generated the unresolved binary
sequence starting from the single star isochrone. We adopted a
fraction of binaries fbin = 0.3 and qbin = 0.8, as reference. How-
ever, as an additional check, we also used different values for
fbin and qbin (namely fbin = 0.1 and 0.5; qbin = 0.5 and 1.0), find-
ing that both fbin and qbin affect the obtained age and reddening
at a level smaller than the uncertainty on the estimated param-
eters. Finally, absolute magnitudes from the models were con-
verted into observed magnitudes using the DM from the TGAS
analysis and the extinction, estimated by adopting the linear re-
lation between the extinction in a given band Aλ and E(B − V)
in terms of Cardelli et al. (1989) coefficients (Aλ/AV )C89. We
used RV = 3.1. The precision of the recovery procedure was
tested by building synthetic clusters with artificial stars sampled
from the same PROSECCO isochrone grid used for the recovery
procedure. A Gaussian noise with a standard deviation equal to
the assumed observational uncertainties was added to the mag-
nitude and colour values for each generated star. This numerical
experiment showed the capability of the method to recover the
simulated age and reddening in the ideal case where the adopted
stellar models are in perfect agreement with real stars and the ob-
servational sample is populated with sufficient number of points.
Figure 6 shows an example of PROSECCO isochrones of
ages in the range of interest (30-500 Myr) in the different planes
selected for the comparison with real clusters (as discussed in
the following Section). Depending on the age and on the selected
plane, different parts of the diagram are the main age indicators.
In clusters younger than about 80-100 Myr low-mass stars are
still sensitive to an age variation and are used to infer the age.
For older clusters, low-mass stars are on the ZAMS and the age
determination mainly relies on the brightest stars of the sample
(if present).
We finally note that some of the sample clusters are charac-
terised by very clean sequences, while others are more scattered,
in spite of the Gaia and GES conservative membership analysis,
suggesting that some contamination and/or large errors in pho-
tometry are still present. For each cluster, we tried to reduce the
actual number of outliers using the cleaning procedure discussed
in Appendix. B.
6. Results and discussion
6.1. Recovered ages and reddening values
The most probable age and reddening values derived through our
analysis are listed in Table 8 and are adopted to show the com-
parison between models and data in the (J − Ks,H), (V − Ks,V),
and (logTeff, Ks) planes. Specifically, Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 show
the CMDs and temperature-magnitude diagrams of selected rel-
evant cases. The recovery has been performed for all the clusters
with and without the inclusion of unresolved binaries and the de-
rived ages and reddening in the two cases are consistent within
the estimated uncertainties (for more details see Appendix B).
We first note that, as shown by Table 8, our procedure allowed us
to recover ages with cumulative uncertainties between 5 and 30
%, with the exception of NGC 2451B, which is characterised by
a much larger uncertainty, due to the combination of relatively
large error in distance and small number of members. Also, the
homogeneous analysis has enabled the establishment of an age
ranking, which does not seem to depend on which model dataset
was used, although there is some dependency on the magni-
tudes used for the recovery (see Sect. 6.2 below). More gener-
ally, the Figures show a good, global agreement between theory
- isochrones with the most probable ages and reddening values -
and observations for all the clusters. Noticeably, this is true for
the different selected CMDs (for the entire sequences) and even
in the Ks versus Teff diagrams. Some of the Figures suggest a
tendency of the low-mass models to be somewhat bluer than the
observations in the (V , V − Ks) plane. Such a behaviour is not
present if the J − Ks colour or Teff are considered, indicating
that at least part of the problem could be related to the adopted
colour transformations, as already discussed in the literature (see
e.g. Kucˇinskas et al. 2005; Casagrande & VandenBerg 2014).
The two older clusters, NGC 2516 and NGC 6633, deserve
some further comments. NGC 2516 (top panel of Fig. 10) is the
cluster with the largest number of members among those anal-
ysed in the present work. Both the sequence of single stars and
that of binaries of equal mass are clearly visible. In this cluster,
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Fig. 6. PROSECCO isochrones at different ages in the HR diagram, and the H vs. J − Ks and V vs. V − Ks planes.
low-mass stars are very close to their ZAMS position, weakly
sensitive to age, which in principle should be mainly determined
from stars close to the turn-off. Unfortunately, given the bright
limit of both GES and available photometric surveys, relatively
few members in that position (V < 9) are present in the cur-
rent sample. Also, while we identified 22 stars from TGAS, only
a few of them are close to the turn-off; a few more may come
from the stars identified in VL17, once these are confirmed to be
members.
Finally, NGC 6633 (bottom panel of Fig. 10) is the only clus-
ter in our sample with a few stars in the central helium burning
phase, sensitive to the extension of the convective core during the
MS phase. Thus, we derived age and reddening using two values
of the core overshooting parameter, namely βov = 0.15 and 0.25.
Due again to the small sample of stars close to the turn-off re-
gion and in the He-burning phase, the two models with different
values of core overshooting are almost indistinguishable, both in
terms of ages and reddening, although the case with βov = 0.25
seems to be favoured by a slightly better fit quality.
We evaluated the impact of a slightly different [Fe/H] on the
age and reddening determination by running the analysis consid-
ering [Fe/H]= −0.1 for all the clusters. This value corresponds
to the lowest metallicity listed in Table 2; that for NGC2516.
Adopting a different metallicity does result in changed estimates
for the age and reddening. On the one hand, however, the metal-
licity of these clusters has been homogeneously measured by
GES with good precision, and on the other hand, in the case of
NGC 2516, with [Fe/H]= −0.1, we obtained a reduction in age
of 1-2% and an increase in E(B − V) of 0.02-0.03 mag. Similar
numbers are found for the other clusters. This is a small effect,
smaller than the currently estimated uncertainties, but will be-
come more important when the systematic uncertainties in the
Gaia parallaxes are removed.
6.2. MIST and PARSEC models
In order to investigate the dependence of the recovered ages
and reddening values on the adopted set of stellar models, we
performed the same analysis using the PARSEC and MIST
isochrones. The relevant sets of isochrones in the same age inter-
vals used for PROSECCO were downloaded from the databases.
The age and reddening values obtained with the PARSEC
and MIST models are listed in Table 8 together with the PROS-
ECCO results. The table shows that with the exception of
NGC 2516, the ages derived using the three model sets are in
good agreement. The differences for the reddening are instead
more significant; in particular, we note thatMISTmodels and the
analysis with the 2MASS magnitudes provide the lowest values,
likely due to the fact that MIST isochrones for low-mass stars
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Fig. 7. Comparison between isochrones and observational data in the (J − Ks,H), (V − Ks,V), and (log Teff , Ks) diagrams for IC 2391 and IC 2602.
Members from GES are indicated as blue full circles (GIRAFFE) and red squares (UVES), while TGAS members are plotted as magenta open
triangles. Photometric data are taken from the 2MASS catalogue, AAVSO Photometric All Sky Survey (APASS) DR9 (Henden et al. 2016) and
ASCC-2.5, 3rd version compilation (Kharchenko & Roeser 2009). GES iDR4 effective temperatures are adopted for the Ks versus Teff diagrams.
Temperatures are instead not available for the TGAS members, which are not shown in this diagram. The estimated reddening and age values are
indicated in the left-hand panels - see text for more details. For both clusters, the unresolved binary sequence (with a constant mass qbin = 0.8) is
shown as a dashed line (see text).
are slightly redder than the other two datasets in the H versus
J − Ks plane.
The comparison of the full set of sample clusters with the
MIST and PARSEC models is shown in Appendix. C; Fig 11
only shows the comparison between the data for IC 2391 and the
PARSEC (top panel) and MIST (bottom panel) isochrones. The
agreement between the models and observed stars in the 2MASS
colour-magnitude diagrams appears good. PARSEC isochrones
better reproduce the low-mass tail in the (V −Ks, V) plane, while
MIST models are bluer than data in this region. On the other
hand, when the effective temperature is considered, MIST mod-
els appear in good agreement with observations, like the PROS-
ECCO ones, while PARSEC isochrones show large deviations
for log Teff <∼ 3.6. This is probably due to the T − τ modification
introduced in the PARSEC models, discussed in Appendix A.
The same deviation in the Teff plane found for low-mass stars
when adopting PARSEC isochrones is present for all the anal-
ysed clusters.
As already mentioned, V − K colours in the models (the
PROSECCO and MIST ones at least) tend to be bluer than ob-
servations for low-mass stars (i.e., for V magnitudes larger than
about 16 in the selected clusters), thus possibly leading to a sys-
tematic effect in the derived age and reddening. In order to check
the robustness of our procedure, we hence also made a test in-
cluding in the recovery the Johnson V magnitude together with
the 2MASS bands. The results are shown in the bottom part of
Table 8 for the three selected model sets. The inclusion of the
V band in the recovery procedure yields ages that are generally
in agreement within their estimated uncertainties with those de-
rived using only the 2MASS bands; formal errors in ages are
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Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7 but for the clusters IC 4665 (top panel) and NGC 2451A (bottom panel).
generally smaller, because of the inclusion of an additional band
(although with fewer points).
Concerning the recovered reddening, the E(B − V) value is
also sensitive to the use of the V band in the recovery. However,
generally, the derived E(B − V) is compatible with that obtained
in the 2MASS case, with the exception of NGC 2451A when the
MIST and PROSECCO models are used. In this case, the de-
rived reddening is much larger than that found using the 2MASS
bands.
6.3. Comparison with the literature
In Fig. 12 we plot our determination of ages and reddening ob-
tained with the PROSECCO models and 2MASS magnitudes
against literature values (see Table 1). For each cluster we show
the average of the literature values and adopt the difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum values as error bars. The Fig-
ure suggests a general good agreement for the majority of the
clusters, although the values derived by us are somewhat smaller
than literature determinations. Independently from the absolute
values of the ages, the relevant result here is that all the sam-
ple clusters have been analysed in a homogeneous way and are
now on the same age scale. Our rigorous statistical approach also
indicates that cluster ages are generally very solid against the
chosen models; this represents an interesting result, which was
not obvious a priori. As already noted, Table 8 shows that for
all clusters, with the exception of NGC 2516 (which we discuss
below), the ages recovered with the three sets of models are con-
sistent within the errors, which have a significant contribution
coming from the uncertainties in the cluster distances.
For some of the clusters the final cumulative errors on the
ages are still larger than or comparable to those achieved in the
literature using photometry only and leaving the distance as a
free parameter (e.g. Cargile & James (2010) for IC 4665; Naylor
& Jeffries (2006) for NGC 2547). As mentioned, the TGAS sys-
tematic error in parallax is several times larger than the random
errors on the mean cluster parallaxes, it dominates the cumu-
lative error in distance, and thus the age uncertainty. The next
Gaia DR2 (April 2018) will include a consistent astrometric so-
lution based on Gaia observations only, and the small-scale spa-
tial variations of the parallax systematics are expected to be sig-
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 7 but for the clusters NGC 2451B (top panel) and NGC 2547 (bottom panel).
nificantly reduced. In order to test how this will affect the un-
certainty of the age recovery, we analysed a case in which we
assume that the parallax/distance is known with better accuracy.
Namely, if we reduce the adopted systematic uncertainty in the
mean cluster parallax to only 0.1 mas, instead of 0.3 mas, we
find that the systematic distance uncertainty becomes compara-
ble to the current statistical uncertainty (or in the worst cases,
still twice as large). We ran the parameter recovery process us-
ing this smaller total distance uncertainty for all the clusters.
Table 9 shows the comparison between the original age uncer-
tainties, determined when the 0.3 mas systematic distance error
was considered (along with the random part and the photometric
one), and the values obtained when a systematic error of 0.1 mas
was adopted. The Table shows that for all the clusters, the age
confidence intervals are significantly reduced, with the excep-
tion of NGC2451B for which it is still not satisfactory. This test
clearly confirms that distance uncertainty has a large impact on
the final errors on ages; therefore, there is obvious room for a sig-
nificant improvement of the results with the anticipated increase
in the quality of Gaia parallaxes in subsequent data releases. In
addition, the fainter magnitude limit of Gaia DR2 (astrometric
parameters available down to G = 20 mag instead of G = 13
mag as for TGAS) will greatly increase the number of cluster
members, which will help to significantly reduce the random er-
rors and estimate more accurately the local systematic errors. Fi-
nally, precise homogeneous photometry available in Gaia DR2
will also contribute a significant improvement in the precision of
the age estimates.
Focusing again on NGC 2516, the recovered ages using the
PROSECCO and MIST models are younger by about 30% than
commonly quoted values in the literature, while the ages from
the PARSEC models are in better agreement with previous esti-
mates. Figure 10 shows that the 120 Myr PROSECCO isochrone
provides in principle a very good fit to the few stars at the turn-
off. Indeed, we believe that the recovered age of ∼ 80 Myr is
driven by the stars close to the knee; whereas, as mentioned,
these stars are less sensitive to age than stars close to the turn-off;
they are much more numerous, hence amplifying the small age
dependence. For the PROSECCO andMIST models, the 80 Myr
isochrone is close in colour to the barycentre of those stars at
the knee, while the same happens with the 100-120 Myr PAR-
SEC isochrone. To better constrain the age for this cluster, we
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 7 but for the clusters NGC 2516 (top panel) and NGC 6633 (bottom panel). For NGC 2516, the 120 Myr isochrone is also
shown. For NGC 6633 a core overshooting parameter βov = 0.250 has been used.
require either more stars at the turn-off region or more precise
photometry for stars close to the knee.
We finally note that we performed an analysis of NGC 2516
adopting the parallax/distance of VL17, which corresponds to a
smaller distance to the cluster. We derive an age of 80 Myr, but
a very low reddening (E(B−V) = 0.032+0.019
−0.015); this is clearly far
too small, hence supporting the larger distance derived by us.
The right-hand panel of Fig. 12 (see also Table 8) indi-
cates that reddening is far less well constrained than age. Non-
negligible differences are present with respect to the litera-
ture values (with our own estimates being generally larger) and
our values are characterised by relatively large errors. Also the
agreement between the results from the three models is less good
than for the ages, with the MISTmodels generally providing val-
ues that are more similar to the literature ones. Part of the dis-
crepancy between the reddening values derived here and those
found in the literature might arise from the fact that the data
used for the recoverymainly relies on near-infrared bands, which
are less sensitive to the reddening. We believe that future analy-
sis using Gaia photometry in the optical bands – which will be
available for all cluster members – will allow improvement of
this aspect.
6.4. Lithium depletion boundary ages
For the youngest clusters in our sample, a lithium depletion
boundary (LDB) age determination has been performed in the
literature. Given the very final goal of a consistent age calibra-
tion, which implies comparing cluster ages obtained with dif-
ferent methods, we again derive LDB ages here. We used our
own estimates of the cluster distances, the PROSECCO mod-
els, and bolometric corrections, as well as the reddening values
derived in this paper. LDB data have been retrieved from Jef-
fries & Oliveira (2005 -NGC 2547), Barrado y Navascués et al.
(2004 –IC 2391), Dobbie et al. (2010 –IC 2602), and Manzi et
al. (2008 –IC 4665), respectively. We note that the LDB age er-
rors include the TGAS distance modulus uncertainty, but also
an additional 0.1 mag uncertainty for photometric calibration (in
colour and magnitude) and the likely uncertainty in the LDB lo-
cation. LDB ages are shown in Table 10. Comparison with the
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Table 8. Ages and reddening values for the sample clusters, as obtained by adopting the PROSECCO, PARSEC and MIST isochrones in the (J,
H, Ks) and in the (J, H, Ks, V) planes - first and second set of values, respectively.
PROSECCO PARSEC MIST
Cluster τ(Myr) E(B − V) τ(Myr) E(B − V) τ(Myr) E(B − V)
NGC 2451A 45+9
−13 0.034
+0.022
−0.026 52
+26
−20 0.042
+0.025
−0.028 48
+8
−14 0.006
+0.011
−0.006
NGC 2451B 36+30
−11 0.144
+0.056
−0.070 34
+52
−13 0.174
+0.051
−0.072 44
+32
−16 0.126
+0.092
−0.079
NGC 2516 80+5
−3 0.106
+0.070
−0.054 113
+15
−6 0.148
+0.072
−0.056 77
+3
−3 0.084
+0.060
−0.048
NGC 2547 38+11
−12 0.080
+0.017
−0.024 33
+11
−10 0.110
+0.026
−0.031 40
+13
−15 0.046
+0.017
−0.026
IC 2391 41+10
−5 0.094
+0.024
−0.029 43
+15
−7 0.100
+0.021
−0.027 45
+10
−6 0.048
+0.026
−0.028
IC 2602 30+9
−6 0.070
+0.025
−0.026 29
+10
−7 0.092
+0.028
−0.025 30
+9
−7 0.039
+0.026
−0.027
IC 4665 33+15
−8 0.226
+0.055
−0.080 31
+10
−13 0.268
+0.027
−0.087 34
+19
−8 0.204
+0.066
−0.088
NGC 6633a 540+132
−102 0.182
+0.052
−0.064 552
+114
−116 0.218
+0.049
−0.062 490
+132
−94 0.166
+0.056
−0.076
NGC 2451A 32+4
−4 0.114
+0.030
−0.021 44
+2
−3 0.078
+0.057
−0.039 36
+4
−5 0.080
+0.034
−0.036
NGC 2451B 32+8
−6 0.168
+0.051
−0.051 40
+18
−13 0.177
+0.033
−0.059 33
+9
−6 0.184
+0.057
−0.060
NGC 2516 79+5
−9 0.111
+0.065
−0.047 118
+9
−8 0.103
+0.064
−0.056 69
+4
−8 0.123
+0.061
−0.058
NGC 2547 37+8
−11 0.095
+0.042
−0.050 39
+11
−12 0.084
+0.034
−0.033 36
+8
−11 0.110
+0.029
−0.047
IC 2391 40+9
−10 0.082
+0.022
−0.020 42
+10
−14 0.100
+0.029
−0.031 44
+3
−4 0.063
+0.031
−0.028
IC 2602 31+6
−5 0.068
+0.029
−0.026 30
+7
−8 0.065
+0.032
−0.028 32
+7
−5 0.032
+0.029
−0.024
IC 4665 31+13
−11 0.238
+0.028
−0.042 31
+21
−9 0.226
+0.029
−0.055 32
+14
−6 0.237
+0.035
−0.041
NGC 6633a 620+61
−190 0.180
+0.076
−0.023 620
+46
−201 0.181
+0.074
−0.042 590
+81
−210 0.217
+0.062
−0.072
a βov = 0.250 in the PROSECCOmodels.
Table 9. Comparison of the age confidence intervals obtained for all the
clusters adopting a systematic uncertainty of 0.3 mas (reference –ref.)
and 0.1 mas (reduced –red.) on TGAS parallaxes.
Cluster τerr,ref τerr,red
(Myr) (Myr)
NGC2451A +9,−13 +6,−7
NGC2451B +30,−11 +28,−7
NGC2516 +5,−3 +4,−2
NGC2547 +11,−12 +3,−5
IC2391 +10,−5 +5,−3
IC2602 +9,−6 +2,−2
IC4665 +15,−8 +4,−3
NGC6633 +132,−102 +42,−48
ages reported in Table 8 suggests a good agreement; more specif-
ically, the agreement is excellent for NGC 2547 and within ∼ 1σ
for IC 2391 and IC 4665. This implies that by using the same
set of models and assumptions, discrepancies between LDB and
isochronal ages become less significant than previously claimed.
The difference in inferred ages is somewhat larger for IC 2602,
with the LDB age being more than 2σ older than the isochronal
one. In order to further check the age obtained with the Bayesian
analysis, we tried to change (manually) the age of IC 2602 in
the range 30-40 Myr. An age of more than about 32-33 Myr gets
progressively less and less compatible with the data in the H ver-
sus J − Ks, V versus V − Ks or Ks versus Teff diagrams, and the
isochrones reproduce only the lower envelope of the observed
sequence. We also recall that an age around 30 Myr seems to
be very robust even when adopting PARSEC or MIST models
and/or including the V-band. We note however that the recovery
of the age for this cluster is mainly driven by the stars located
in the region where there is a change of slope in the isochrones
and where even a small difference in magnitude may lead to a
significant difference in age. Whilst there are many stars at that
position, they do not follow a very narrow sequence, but are rel-
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Fig. 11. As in Fig. 7 but for the cluster IC 2391 with the PARSEC (top panel) and MIST (bottom panel) isochrones.
Table 10. Lithium depletion boundary ages.
Cluster DM E(B − V) KLDB (I − K)LDB Age
(mag) (Myr)
NGC 2547 7.81 ± 0.25 0.080 ± 0.024 14.86 ± 0.12 2.70 ± 0.10 37.7+5.7
−4.8
IC 2391 5.82 ± 0.10 0.088 ± 0.027 13.49 ± 0.10 2.75 ± 0.10 51.3+5.0
−4.5
IC 2602 5.85 ± 0.10 0.068 ± 0.025 13.23 ± 0.11 2.60 ± 0.20 43.7+4.3
−3.9
IC 4665 7.82 ± 0.25 0.226 ± 0.080 13.95 ± 0.13 2.60 ± 0.10 23.2+3.5
−3.1
atively scattered, possibly due to the uncertainties in the 2MASS
photometry. Also in this case, future Gaia releases will allow a
more detailed analysis, possibly also indicating a front-to-back
distance spread, given the proximity of the cluster.
7. Summary
We have homogeneously combined spectroscopic information
from GES and Gaia-DR1 TGAS parallaxes for eight OCs, to
derive a uniform set of cluster ages and reddening values, using
a statistical Bayesian analysis applied to three different sets of
standard evolutionary models. Parallaxes from TGAS data have
been calculated and compared with the results of VL17. The
agreement is good for all but one cluster, NGC 2516, for which
we derive a smaller parallax (larger distance) than VL17. Both
astrometric tests and the comparison with the isochrones support
our own determination.
Our results show that the proposed approach is very promis-
ing. We have not only successfully tested our methodology,
which will be further exploited with Gaia-DR2, but also the
eight clusters have been put onto a consistent age scale for the
first time. Although this ranking is model dependent, compari-
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Fig. 12. Ages (left-hand panel) and reddening (right-hand panel) derived in this work using PROSECCOmodels vs. values from the literature (see
Table 1).
son of the results using the three different sets of models gener-
ally shows very good agreement, indicating that ages are robust
against the chosen models for all but one cluster, NGC 2516. For
this cluster, with two of the models (MIST and PROSECCO) we
derived an age which is significantly younger than most values
from the literature, while the PARSEC model provides an age in
agreement with literature values. The younger age may be due to
the lack of stars near the turn-off region, which prevents a robust
age determination.
The LDB ages, determined in this paper for the four youngest
clusters in the sample using the same evolutionary models (the
PROSECCO ones), also generally agree well with isochronal
ones. It has been claimed (Soderblom et al. 2014) that the LDB
ages are far less model-dependent than ages determined from
isochronal fits to high- or low-mass stars. It is therefore encour-
aging that three quarters of the clusters for which we have LDB
and isochronal ages are in excellent agreement. E(B − V) values
are instead less well constrained, since the Bayesian analysis has
been performed using mainly near-infrared magnitudes that are
not very sensitive to reddening.
Our analysis confirms that current errors in parallaxes, which
are dominated by a relatively large systematic error, are a signif-
icant source of uncertainty in the derived ages (about 15-30%),
especially in clusters with few and/or scattered photometric data.
Indeed, ages and distances derived in the literature using pho-
tometry only can be more precise, but are not necessarily more
accurate. We have quantitatively shown, however, how age un-
certainties are expected to significantly improve once betterGaia
parallaxes are available. Also, at this stage we cannot yet put ex-
tremely tight constraints on the models; nevertheless, we showed
already that, among the chosen model sets, the PARSEC ones do
not provide a good agreement with the observed sequences in
the magnitude versus temperature diagrams.
Gaia-DR2, along with the full GES cluster dataset, will al-
low the extension of the present analysis to manymore OCs, bet-
ter sampling the age interval from a few Myr to several Gyr, and
covering also metallicities above and below the solar value. The
combination of Gaia proper motions with spectroscopic mem-
bership indicators will yield very clean sequences from the very
bright down to the very faint stars. Extremely precise and homo-
geneous photometry from Gaia for virtually all cluster stars will
also provide very valuable information. All this will allow more
detailed comparisons with the models, including also those ac-
counting for non-standard processes like rotation and magnetic
fields, resulting in more crucial tests on the input physics. The
dataset will not only enable tighter constraints on ages of our
current sample and of many additional, more-distant clusters, but
will also allow us to use that age information to calibrate a va-
riety of commonly used age tracers, which, in turn, will allow
estimates of the ages of field stars.
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Appendix A: Evolutionary Models
The main characteristics of the selected model grids are shown
in Table 7. The selected stellar libraries have been computed
adopting similar EOS, opacity, and solar mixture, while the at-
mospheric models used to specify the outer boundary conditions
are different. This last quantity is particularly important in the
case of low and very-low mass stars, where it can be responsible
for relatively large deviations among models which adopt differ-
ent BCs (see e.g. Tognelli et al. 2011).
Figure A.1 compares solar composition isochrones of the se-
lected sets for three ages in the range covered by the sample of
observed OCs: 50 Myr, 100 Myr and 500 Myr. The compari-
son is made in the HRDs and in the CMDs in the photometric
bands for which observational data are available (2MASS J, H,
Ks and Johnson V bands). The Figure shows that in the HRD the
PROSECCO and MIST isochrones below the turn-off are in ex-
cellent agreement among each other at all ages, while PARSEC
isochrones are different from the other sets at low luminosities.
This deviation is probably caused by an empirical recalibration
of the atmospheric T−τ relation adopted in the PARSEC mod-
els for Teff ≤ 4730 K (logTeff ≈ 3.67) to reproduce the ob-
served mass-radius relation (Chen et al. 2014). Such a recalibra-
tion seems to produce a large effect on the predicted Teff which
gets significantly cooler than those of the other models at the
same luminosity, reaching a maximum difference of 200-400 K
at logTeff ∼ 3.5.
Near the turn-off region and in the central He burning phase
the differences among the isochrones (mainly between PROS-
ECCO/PARSEC and MIST) increase. However, in the age range
we are dealing with, these two evolutionary phases are both sen-
sitive also to the core overshooting efficiency during central hy-
drogen burning, which is different in the selected models.
The overshooting phenomenon, that is, the extension of the
central mixing regions beyond the Schwarzschild border, ℓov,
is generally parametrised in terms of the pressure scale height
HP : ℓov = βov ×HP, where βov is a free parameter. For this com-
parison the PROSECCO models are calculated with βov = 0.25.
Note that PARSEC and MIST isochrones adopt a different treat-
ment to estimate the core overshooting length ℓov. However,
both formalisms are well reproduced by standard overshooting
treatment if βov = 0.2-0.25 is adopted (Bressan et al. 2012;
Choi et al. 2016). In our cluster sample only clusters with age
of the order of or higher than 100 Myr include stars in the
central hydrogen exhaustion region (turn-off) and in more ad-
vanced evolutionary phases (Red Giant Branch, RGB or central
He burning). The CMDs show additional differences among the
various sets with respect to the ones present in the HR diagram.
This is due to the choice of synthetic spectra adopted to compute
the bolometric corrections, required to convert luminosities into
magnitudes. The differences in magnitude among the selected
sets of isochrones vary with the chosen photometric system and
with the stellar mass. In the (J − Ks,H) plane a maximum colour
difference of about 0.04 mag (similar to typical photometric er-
rors in the 2MASS CMDs of the selected clusters) is reached
for the masses which populate the isochrone, with the excep-
tion of the low-mass stars tail, where the differences can exceed
0.1 mag. Similar differences are present in the (V − Ks,V) plane
among the PROSECCO and MIST models, while the PARSEC
ones can reach a colour difference of about 0.4 mag in the case
of low-mass stars
Appendix B: Cluster CMDs cleaning procedure and
best models choice
As mentioned in the text, the CMDs of some of the analysed
clusters are affected by contamination (field stars, unresolved bi-
naries) even after the member selection process. Some of these
stars, that have a membership probability higher than the im-
posed threshold, actually lie in regions of the CM diagrams in-
compatible neither with either a single star isochrone sequence,
or with a plausible binary sequence. The presence of such out-
liers does not affect the final age and reddening determinations,
but contributes with a large χ2 value to the total likelihood.
Hence, we preferred to remove such objects from the sample
used to derive the most probable age and reddening. However, in
all the sample clusters the cleaning procedure removes a maxi-
mum of 3-4 objects which are those lying clearly below/above
the cluster sequences and that can easily be identified by the
reader.
The adopted cleaning procedure relies on four steps.
– We identified the location of the ZAMS for each cluster. This
has been done by comparing PROSECCO isochrones with
data using the TGAS dereddened distance modulus and the
average E(B−V) available in the literature. We also checked
that the adopted E(B − V) value is compatible with the data
for all the used photometric bands. Then, we identified the
stars that have minimum distance from the single star ZAMS
(above or below it) larger than 10σ and simultaneously in
all the adopted photometric bands. These objects have been
removed from the data sample used in the age analysis.
– We ran the recovery procedure for the sample without the
identified outliers, obtaining age and reddening values. We
checked that the removed stars are outliers even adopting the
new derived E(B− V) (always verified). At this stage we did
not include the unresolved binary sequence.
– We used the age and reddening values to obtain the fidu-
cial sequence. We built the unresolved binary sequence from
such isochrone and we identified objects above the binary se-
quence with a minimum distance larger than 10σ (in all the
used photometric bands). These stars have been removed.
– We ran again the recovery with the new cleaned sample, in-
cluding the unresolved binary sequence, and checked that the
outliers still verify the distance conditions with the new de-
rived age and reddening.
From such an analysis, we found that the derived age and
reddening are not affected by the inclusion or exclusion of the
outliers. The adoption of the cleaned sequence allows us to
achieve a lower χ2 value (hence a larger likelihood). In addi-
tion, we checked that the most probable set actually reproduces
the data and that, in the case of the inclusion of binaries, the frac-
tion of stars within 1σ from the binary sequence is less than the
stars within 1σ from the single star sequence. This is an empiri-
cal check to avoid that the single star sequence is less populated
than the binary one, which would be unlikely.
Appendix C: Cluster CMDs and
temperature-magnitude diagrams
In this Section we show the comparison between the full sample
of clusters but IC 2391 (previously shown in Sec. 5.2.2) and the
PARSEC (Figs. C.1-C.3) and MIST (Figs. C.4-C.6) isochrones
in the (J − Ks, H), (V − Ks,V) and (Teff, Ks) diagrams.
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Fig. A.1. Comparison among 50, 100 and 500 Myr isochrones from the selected sets in the HR diagram and in various CM diagrams. MISTv1.0=
MESA isochrones by Choi et al. (2016); Dotter (2016), PARSECv12.s= PARSEC isochrones in the PARSEC 1.2S version (Chen et al. 2014),
PROSECCO= isochrones specifically calculated for the present work; see text.
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Fig. C.1. As in Fig. 7, but for the clusters IC 2602, IC 4665, and NGC 2451A with the PARSEC isochrones.
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Fig. C.2. As in Fig. 7, but for the clusters NGC 2451B, NGC 2547, and NGC 2516 with the PARSEC isochrones.
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S. Randich et al.: The Gaia-ESO Survey: open clusters in Gaia-DR1
Fig. C.3. As in Fig. 7, but for the cluster NGC 6633 with the PARSEC isochrones.
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Fig. C.4. As in Fig. 7, but for the clusters IC 2602, IC 4665, and NGC 2451A with the MIST isochrones.
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Fig. C.5. As in Fig. 7, but for the clusters NGC 2451B, NGC 2547, and NGC 2516 with the MIST isochrones.
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Fig. C.6. As in Fig. 7 but for the cluster NGC 6633 with the MIST isochrones.
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